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INTRODUCTION
This User Guide describes functions in the Administrator Application of CalTrap. The intended audience is Pest
Detection Supervisors.
CalTrap has two components:

1. Administrator App – this is the desktop browser app used to manage county pest trapping and
support data and perform supervisor functions such as daily reports, IPHIS download and staff
assignments. This app is accessed through a viewer. The User Guide you are reading covers this
App only.
2. Trapper App – this is the iPad app used to service traps in the field. Please see CalTrap Trapper
App User Guide for more information on this application.

Administrator
App
Application

Trapper
App

Browser-based app used
to maintain county data
and perform mgmt functions
Each county has its own viewer

iPad app used to service
traps in the field

Figure 1: Two Components of CalTrap
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BROWSER AND SOFTWARE PLATFORM
Browser
CalTrap Administrator works best on the most recent version of Chrome. CalTrap has been tested and proven on
Chrome, Safari, Edge and Internet Explorer. Therefore, you can access Administrator from a desktop PC or a Safari
session on your iPad.

Software Platform
In order to deploy statewide, CalTrap has been upgraded from a previous version of the Geocortex Mobile App
Framework (GMAF). This allows the applications to leverage the newest mobile application framework tools from
our partner Esri. It also leverages the latest in security architecture for the most secure processing currently
available.
The new CalTrap version has been upgraded to the latest versions of Geocortex Mobile, Geocortex Workflow,
Geocortex Essentials, and Geocortex Viewer for HTML5 (GVH), in order to support a variety of different trapping
scenarios. The upgrade has improved the user interface and user experience. The upgrade allows more flexibility
in implementing new trapping scenarios such as Delimitation trapping and Quality Control.

iOS
If you are accessing the Administrator app on your iPad, CalTrap will operate best on the most current iOS version
(14.3 as of publication date). CalTrap will continue to support iOS 12.x and will support iOS 13.x but it is
recommended that you update to 14.3 for best performance. This also applies to the iPad-based Trapper app.

GETTING STARTED WITH CALTRAP
To get started with CalTrap Administrator, follow these steps:

1. Complete training by attending a webinar and viewing all training videos at http://caltrapinfo.com/training
2. Request an ArcGIS account (See Request ArcGIS Account in User Management below)
3. Login to your county’s CalTrap Administrator URL for the first time; set up security question
4. Request ongoing access to your county’s CalTrap Administrator URL
5. Contact CalTrap Help Desk at (916) 654-1211 for additional assistance
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LOGIN
To log into CalTrap, browse to the URL assigned to you. If you do not have your county’s URL, contact the CalTrap
Help Desk (see Troubleshooting section at end of document).
When you reach your URL page, the following login is displayed. Note that you have the option to change your
password here. Enter your ArcGIS User Name and Password, and click Sign In.

Figure 2: Login Page
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LANDING PAGE
This is the initial display you will see when you log in:

Supervisor
Functions

Interactive
Map

Sign Out

Temporary
messages
from CalTrap

DATA LAYERS
As you zoom in and out on the map, you will see different data layers visible on the map. For example, the Trapping
Sites layer is only visible when you zoom in close enough to see houses.
You can turn data layers on and off to customize your map view and keep it uncluttered. Below is where you turn
data layers off by checking the layer box on or off. You can also use a transparency slider on some layers. To work
with layers, click on the arrow next to I Want To…. You will see the Layers display:
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Turn a map layer on
or off by checking
the box next to it

Transparency
sliders to make
layers more or less
transparent
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SURVEYS
In this section you will learn how to create Survey Sets and Surveys.
With the recent upgrade, CalTrap has some new features for creating surveys:
1.
2.

Ability to configure your county’s trap service frequency when creating a survey
Support for different subgrid arrays, including quints, 5x5, 4x4 and 3x3 subgrids
3. Ability to create different surveys with different routes and different subgrids
For now, Surveys are for fruit fly detection only; Delimitation surveys are coming next year. You will see a feature
for creating a polygon area on the map during survey creation; that is in preparation for the upcoming Delimitation
enhancement.
To work with Survey Sets and Surveys, click Create Survey in the Surveys tab:
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Survey Sets
A Survey Set is a collection of individual surveys. For example, a FF survey group might contain individual surveys
for Melon Fly, Mediterranean Fruit Fly and Mexican Fruit Fly. You must create at least one Survey Set before you
create an individual survey. You create a Survey Set during the process of creating an individual Survey.

Surveys
There are three methods for creating a survey:
1.
2.
3.

Whole County
Station
Grid

Select the desired survey area and click Next. The geographical area that you selected in the dropdown is now
highlighted on the map to show the survey area.
Each individual survey that you create must be assigned to one Survey Set. You can select from Survey Sets you
have already created or click Create Survey Set as highlighted in yellow below.
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CalTrap will ask for a Survey Set Name and Subgrid Type:

After entering this data, click Save. CalTrap will confirm that your Survey Set is created. Click OK, then Next to
continue creating an individual Survey. CalTrap will ask for Survey details:

Select a Survey Name, Start Date and End Date. If you want to create a semi-permanent survey you can select a
year in the future. Select a Pest Type from the following dropdown selections:
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Once you select a Pest Type, CalTrap re-displays the survey page with new information. You will now see default
values for Trap Type, Trap Density and Subgrid Array based on the Pest Type you selected:

Here is where you can override the service frequencies to meet your county’s needs. If you override the defaults,
CalTrap ensures that the Trapper iPad app is adjusted for your new servicing frequencies. CalTrap will use your
chosen frequencies to calculate and display the Trapper’s workload on their iPad.
Click Create Survey. CalTrap confirms and redisplays the map.
You can continue to add individual Surveys to existing Survey Sets.
To modify or delete a Survey or Survey Set, contact the CalTrap Help Desk.
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ROUTES
To manage your county’s routes, click on Manage Routes in the Surveys tab:

You will see that you can create, modify and deactivate routes:
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Create a Route
Before you can create a route, you must have a Survey defined that the route can be associated with. You may
also want to deactivate the subgrids data layer so that we can more clearly see the grids we are going to assign to
routes.

Important note about managing your county’s route setup: In some counties Fruit fly
trappers place and service JB/GM traps in the same areas. Other counties use separate
crews for FF and JB/GM. This requires separate routes for billing/contract purposes.
Click on Create Route. CalTrap will ask for identifying Route info:

Always prefix your Route Name with your county number (or CDFA county ID) and a dash.
For example: 19-Route 1. There is a 32-character limit to Route Name.
Select the field Station (you may not have more than one). Select the Survey Set and click Save. You will now see
books that you can assign to your route:
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Assign Books to Form a Route
Each book is one day on the route.
Book 1 is highlighted by default, and colored purple, so any grid that you click on will also be highlighted in purple
and assigned to Book 1. To remove a grid from the Book and also the route, click on it to de-select. Here is the
map view as you assign books. Notice the corresponding grid color for each Book:

All five of these Books are optional for your county, and each of them will be included in the route only as needed.
So if you have a 4-day trapping week, you do not need to assign Book 5, and that unassigned book will be ignored.
This also allows you to start your trapping week on a Tuesday instead of a Monday.
IMPORTANT: If your county uses the same route for different programs, you must create a route for each survey set
you are using, but it is OK to create each route using the same grids.
Scroll down to enter and optional Trapper Bulletin, which will be displayed to the Trapper when they open their
route on the iPad app. Click Save. CalTrap confirms, and your new route is displayed on the map.
The new route will not show up on a Trapper’s iPad until the Route is assigned to them (see next section).
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Assign the Route
When assigning routes, you can assign one route to multiple trappers, including rovers, or you can assign multiple
routes to a single trapper. There is a lot of flexibility in assigning routes.
Click on Assign Route in the Assignment tab:

You will see the area for selecting a route and assigning it to one or more trappers:

After you select a Route, CalTrap displays the staff list for assignment. You can search for a specific staff name or
scroll through the list and check the box next to a name. You can select more than one name for assignment to a
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route. You can select All to assign all staff to this route. You can also unassign all staff from a route by clicking
None. This clears all staff assignments.
When you have selected the appropriate staff for assignment, click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the Route is now
assigned.

MODIFY A ROUTE
To modify an existing route, click Modify Route:

You will use the same set of screens to modify a route that you used to create it.
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DEACTIVATE A ROUTE
To deactivate an existing route, click Deactivate Route:

You can only deactivate a route with NO staff assigned to it. If needed, unassign all staff as shown in the section
above.
Select the route you want to deactivate and confirm. The route will no longer be displayed on the map. It will not
be completed deleted because the route data will be archived in the database.
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GRIDS AND SUBGRIDS
In this section you will learn how to merge and unmerge grids and subgrids to fit your county’s trapping density
requirements. Grids and subgrids can now be merged and viewed as a separate data layer.
Click on Manage Grids to work with grids. Click on Manage Subgrids to work with subgrids.

GRIDS
When you click on Manage Grids you will see these options:

Merge Grids
To merge grids together for adjusted trapping density, click Merge Grids:
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CalTrap will ask you to identify the first grid for merging with others.

Click Select a grid, then click on the grid you want to start with. CalTrap will zoom to the level where you can see
the grids clearly. Select one or more adjacent grids to merge with the first grid. Click Save. CalTrap confirms, and
the merged grids are now visible on the map.

Modify Merged Grids
To change grids that are already merged together, click Modify Merged Grids:

Follow the prompts using the same screens used to merge grids. Click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the new grid
merge is now displayed on the map.
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Unmerge Grids
To unmerge grids that are already merged together, click Unmerge Grids:

Follow the prompts using the same screens used to merge grids. Click Unmerge. CalTrap confirms, and the
unmerged grids are no longer displayed as merged on the map.
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SUBGRIDS
In this section you will learn how to manage subgrids for trapping density that fits your geographical area. Multiple
subgrid arrays are now supported, including standard 5x5, 4x4, and 3x3 configurations. 10X10 subgrids will be
supported in the future with Delimitation.
A note about subgrids on the iPad app – after you create a survey and route in this Administrator app, the trapper
will only see the subgrid lines that apply to your survey. For example, with fruit fly trapping the trapper will see
only quint lines. But if you created an EGVM route with a 3x3 subgrid, the trapper would see only 3x3 subgrid
lines.
IMPORTANT: You can only merge subgrids within the same grid.

When you click on Manage Subgrids you will see these options:

Merge Subgrids
To merge subgrids together for adjusted trapping density, click Merge Subgrids:

Follow the prompts. This process is similar to merging grids. After saving your merged grids, they will be displayed
on the map as a separate data layer.
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Modify Merged Subgrids
To change subgrids that are currently merged together, click Modify Merged Subgrids:

Follow the prompts. This process is similar to modifying merged grids. After clicking Save, the changed subgrids
merge will be refreshed and displayed on the map.

Unmerge Subgrids
To unmerge subgrids that are currently merged together, click Unmerge Subgrids:

Follow the prompts. This process is similar to unmerging grids. After clicking Unmerge, the subgrids will be
displayed separately with no merging.
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SITES

To create, modify and deactivate sites, click on Manage Sites in the Surveys tab. You will see these options:
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When you zoom in to the point where you see streets, you will see trapping sites outlined in yellow:
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Continue zooming in to see additional data about sites, such as whether a dog is present on a site. At this zoom
level you will also see Hosts indicated by colored circles:

Create a Site
To create a site click Create Single Site:

Follow the prompts, first tapping on a parcel on the map to select your site. Enter site details and click Save.
CalTrap confirms, and the new site is now displayed in yellow on the map.
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Modify or Deactivate a Site
To create a site click Modify Single Site:

Follow the prompts, first tapping on a parcel on the map to select your site. Change the desired site details and
click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the modified site is now displayed in yellow on the map.
If you want to deactivate a site, use this function and uncheck the Is Viable box on the site details. You must
delete all hosts from a site before deactivating it. After you Save and CalTrap confirms, the site is no longer
displayed in yellow on the map. The site data is archived for historical purposes.

Create Site Group

Use Create Site Group to add separate sites in a multi-site parcel such as a mobile home park.

Modify or Deactivate a Site Group
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Use Modify Site Group to add separate sites in a multi-site parcel such as a mobile home park.
If you want to deactivate a site group, use this function and uncheck the Is Viable box on the site group details.
You must delete all hosts from a site group before deactivating it. After you Save and CalTrap confirms, the site
group is no longer displayed in yellow on the map. The site group data is archived for historical purposes.
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HOSTS
You will not be servicing traps on hosts from this desktop version; just creating and maintaining the hosts.
To work with Hosts, click on Manage Hosts in the Surveys tab.

You will see these options:

Create a Host
To add a Host click Add Host:

Follow the prompts, first tapping on a host on the map to select your host. Enter host details and click Save.
CalTrap confirms, and the new host is now displayed in a color that corresponds to the tree type. The new host
appears on the site where you initially clicked.
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Modify or Deactivate a Host
To change a Host click Modify Host:

Follow the prompts, first tapping on a host on the map to select your host. Change the desired host details and
click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the modified host is now displayed in a color that corresponds to your changed
host type on the map.
If you want to deactivate a host, use this function and check the Deactivate box on the host details. After you
Save and CalTrap confirms, the host is no longer displayed in yellow on the map. The host data is archived for
historical purposes.
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MOTOR POOL
To add, change and remove vehicles from the motor pool, click on Manage Vehicles in the Assignment tab:

You will see the following options:

Add a Vehicle
To add a vehicle to the motor pool, click Add Vehicle:

Follow the prompts to enter vehicle details and click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the new vehicle is displayed in
the Motor Pool list on the left of your screen.
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Assign a Vehicle
To assign a staff member to a vehicle, click Assign Vehicle:

Currently you can only assign one staff member to a vehicle; an upcoming enhancement will allow multiple staff
members to be assigned to a vehicle. Follow the prompts to assign the vehicle and click Save. CalTrap confirms,
and the new vehicle is displayed in the Motor Pool list on the left of your screen.
Use the same screen to unassign a staff member from a vehicle. Uncheck the box next to the assigned staff
member’s name, then click Save.
IMPORTANT: If a trapper changes vehicles during the day, the vehicle assignment must be changed in CalTrap
Administrator.

Modify a Vehicle
To modify details about a vehicle in the motor pool, click Modify Vehicle:
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Follow the prompts to change the vehicle details and click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the vehicle details will
display when clicked from the Motor Pool list on the left of your screen.

Remove a Vehicle
To remove a vehicle from the motor pool, click Remove Vehicle:

Follow the prompts to remove the vehicle and click Save. CalTrap confirms, and the vehicle will no longer display
in the Motor Pool list on the left of your screen.
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USER MANAGEMENT
In this section you will learn how to manage accounts for people to login and use CalTrap in your county. This
includes access to both the Administrator and Trapper apps in your county.
It is important to understand how CalTrap user access is granted. It has a few steps and can be a bit confusing at
first.
Here are the steps for a new user to get access to CalTrap:
1.

2.

First, each staff member must request an ArcGIS account. This is because CalTrap was developed on the
ArcGIS platform, and an account license is required for each individual user. Once the ArcGIS account is
established, the user must request access to CalTrap in a specific county or counties. Then, you as an
Administrator will grant or deny each request in your county. Let’s dig into that.
✓

To start the process, the CalTrap Team will publish a link where your staff can fill out an online
form and request an ArcGIS account (see Request an ArcGIS Account below). Each person must
have access to an individual email account in order to get an ArcGIS account. The email can be in
their own name, or a generically named email such as Inspector1@your county’s email domain.
What really matters is that no two CalTrap users share the same email account.

✓

After your staff member has requested their ArcGIS account, their request is reviewed by the
CalTrap Team and an ArcGIS account is created for them. The staff member receives an email with
their new ArcGIS User ID, along with instructions for setting up their security questions.

From here, there are two ways your staff member can request access to your county’s CalTrap:
a. The staff member logs into your county’s CalTrap URL for the first time. CalTrap
recognizes that this is a new user and presents a form for the user to request access to
the rest of the CalTrap functions. At this point they can’t get any further than submitting
this form.
Once the form is filled out and saved, it goes into a queue that you will see as an
Administrator when you log in. You can review the queue and grant or deny
access to each requestor.
b. The staff member communicates their ArcGIS User ID to you, and you create their
access. It’s a bit more work for you.

To approve/deny user access requests and add your own users, click on the Manage Users icon in the Assignment
tab.
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You will see these options for managing users:

NOTES ABOUT USERS:
1.

A user with an ArcGIS account can request access to any county if they have the URL, including more than
one county; and you are the control point for your County.

2.

You cannot modify your own user account in CalTrap. If you need assistance with your own account, call
the CalTrap Help Desk.
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Request ArcGIS Account
Follow the instructions below to request your ArcGIS account. You can use the link OR the QR code; they both get
you to the request page. Please request an account even if you already had access to CalTrap in the past.

LINK: https://arcg.is/1PXOnK
OR
QR Image:

Please follow these instructions to use your camera on your iPad to read QR codes:
1. Select the camera app on your iPad
2. Make sure your camera app is on PHOTO mode
3. Hold your camera up to the QR code
4. No need to hit the shutter button, your iPad will automatically recognize the QR code and
provide you with an on-screen notification on the top of your screen:
• “WEBSITE QR CODE Open arcgis.com in Safari”
5. Tap on the notification message to open the destination in Safari web browser
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User Roles and Permissions
When a user requests access to CalTrap, they can select from multiple roles (see ROLE column in the matrix below). The Administrator can approve the user’s
selected role or select a different role to meet desired access for that person.
The matrix below shows what functions each role can access in CalTrap Administrator. The functions are organized by each tab within the application (Survey,
Assignment and Reporting). The Navigation tab is available to all roles so it isn’t included in this matrix. Note that Field Staff, CASS, Researcher and Rover
have the same access to functions. Counties can use the different role names as needed to organize their staff assignments.

Survey

Assignment
Manage Sites

Assign Route

Manage
Vehicles

Manage Users

Role
Create Survey

Manage Routes

Manage Grids

Manage Subgrids Manage Hosts

Reporting
Monthly
Activity
Report

Weekly
Trapping
Report

Daily
Trapping
Report

Flat File

CDFA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manager

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Field Supervisor

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Field Staff

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

CASS

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Researcher

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Rover

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Figure 3: User Roles and Permissions

REPORTS AND QUERIES

In this section you will learn how to create and download reports and queries. To get started on Reports, click on
the Reporting tab:

You will see options for running and downloading the following reports. Follow the prompts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Weekly Trapping Report
Monthly Activity Report (aka Report One)
Daily Trapping Report (aka Daily Trapping Summary)
Flat-File (USDA IPHIS file)
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HELP AND TROUBLESHOOTING
Quick Access

CalTrap Help Desk
Submit a request online: https://arcg.is/5yHnS
Phone: 1 (800) 491-1899, option 6
Email: CalTrapHelp@cdfa.ca.gov
Available weekdays 8am-5pm
Introduction
CalTrap is supported statewide by the CalTrap Help Desk located in Sacramento, CA. The Help Desk is available
from 6am-6pm weekdays to assist users with questions and problem resolution.

Submit a Help Ticket Online
You can submit a request for help online using the CalTrap Help tool on your iPad. CalTrap Help is monitored daily
by Help Desk staff. Once received, each request is addressed as quickly as possible. A staff member may call you
with a resolution or to get more information.
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Troubleshooting
In this section you will see some error situations that can occur due to server availability and other conditions. If
you are unable to resolve the problem yourself, contact the CalTrap Help Desk.

Server is Unavailable
If you encounter this error message, contact the CalTrap Help Desk to have the CalTrap server refreshed. This
error message indicates that the server is offline (usually temporary):
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